Beta Program for
BMC Capacity Optimization 10.0
Starting in August – Please apply by July 25th
BMC Capacity Optimization (BCO) 10.0 represents a key milestone that provides a number of brand new
features and major enhancements, such as new powerful analytics, enhanced visualization capabilities,
improved support for virtual and cloud environments, easier administration and lower TCO.
The BCO 10.0 BETA Program will focus on the following four major themes:

1. Reservation-Aware Capacity Management - Manage resource reservation and onboarding and
automatically evaluate and predict spare capacity and be able to implement an Integrated Demand
and Capacity Management process
2. Enhanced Best Practice views - Experience new (Perceiver-like) data-browsing views and the
new Capacity Pool views for an improved Capacity Visibility
3. Alternative Database backend - Leverage the new PostgreSQL alternative for the BCO Database
in order to avoid Oracle license costs, admin skills and vendor lock-in for Reduced TCO
4. OpenStack connector - Manage your Private Cloud infrastructures based on OpenStack thanks
to new BCO connector for OpenStack Nova APIs

How to Participate
The BCO 10.0 Beta program is designed to minimize your efforts and make your participation more valuable.
For example, you can opt for receiving pre-installed VM images for your environment or simply access BMC
environment and quickly start using the new BCO 10.0 capabilities. Please contact us to learn more about
all the available options.

Why Participate
BMC customers get several important benefits from their participation to Beta programs, such as the
opportunity to test new product capabilities and thus be in a better position to fully leverage them capabilities
once released in General Availability and also to provide early feedbacks for future product enhancements.
Some feedback from our previous BCO Beta program participants:
 “(…) this new version represents a big step-up both in terms of usability and features. We plan to migrate
[to this new version] soon”
 “It was great to participate to the [beta] program and get our people already trained on the capabilities and
be ready to use them as soon as possible”

Please send your request to participate before July 25th to
archana_mahajan@bmc.com or customer_programs@bmc.com

